
Online Dance Education
Pre-K thru 5th Grade

Making the best of Google Classroom
(and other online platforms)



What’s Available that I am using ……. .

Canvas: Proprietary and mostly used in Higher Ed  (27/7 support)

Microsoft: Businesses, Corporations, Administrations

Facebook: Social, Business, Community & Non-Profit Organizations,

Google: Education Systems, Arts Organizations



Canvas
● Canvas: An Open, Extensible Learning Ecosystem (Instructure)
● The Canvas Learning Management Platform allows schools to build the digital 

learning environment that meets the unique challenges faced by their institution. 
● Canvas simplifies teaching, elevates learning, and eliminates the headaches of 

supporting and growing traditional learning technologies.
● Canvas is made up of a powerful set of highly integrated learning products that 

allow institutions to get all of the functionality they need and none that they don’t.



Microsoft
Microsoft Teams is a unified communication and collaboration 
platform that combines persistent workplace chat, video meetings, 
file storage (including collaboration on files), and application 
integration. The service integrates with the Office 365 subscription 
office productivity suite and features extensions that can integrate 
with non-Microsoft products. Microsoft Teams is a competitor to 
services such asSlack and is the evolution and upgrade path from 
Microsoft Skype for Business
 



Facebook
Facebook is an American online social media and social 
networking service based in Menlo Park, California and a 
flagship service of the namesake company Facebook, Inc. 
Since 2006, anyone who claims to be at least 13 years old 
has been allowed to become a registered user of Facebook, 
though this may vary depending on local laws.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_media
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_networking_service


Other Platforms I use ……...

Zoommmm………
Zoommmm………

Zoommmm…………
Zoommmm…………..

Zoommmm…………..

Parents Square , Class DoJo,  My Blog

https://dancetech54.blogspot.com/


Google Classroom: The Heart of the Matter

What is it? 

Google Classroom is a free web service, developed by Google for 
schools, that aims to simplify creating, distributing, and grading 
assignments in a paperless way. The primary purpose of Google 
Classroom is to streamline the process of sharing files between 
teachers and students.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google


Google Classroom: The Heart of the Matter

Google Classroom combines Google Drive for assignment creation and distribution, Google 

Docs, Sheets, and Slides for writing, Gmail for communication, and Google Calendar for 

scheduling. Students can be invited to join a class through a private code, or automatically 

imported from a school domain. Each class creates a separate folder in the respective user's 

Drive, where the student can submit work to be graded by a teacher. Mobile apps, available 

for iOS and Android devices, let users take photos and attach to assignments, share files from 

other apps, and access information offline. Teachers can monitor the progress for each 

student, and after being graded, teachers can return work along with comments.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Calendar


Google Classroom: Getting Down to Business

What is different for Arts, Specialists, Clusters, Out of 
Classroom Teachers, etc…..

What is specific for dance and dance educators?

What I have done so far…..


